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I. INTRODUCTION 
In the development of the theory of inequalities, the three fundamental 
inequalities, namely, the AM-GM inequality, the Hiilder (in particular, Cauchy- 
Schwarz) inequality, and the Minkowski inequality, have played dominant roles. 
Because of their dominance, in the first famous book on inequalities written by 
G. H. Hardy, J. E. Littlewood, and G. P6lya [6], extensive space was used to 
record their proofs in a variety of ways. Later, more proofs of them can be found 
in the book by Beckenbach and Bellman [3] and the book by Mitrinovic [8] on 
the subject. Recently, Iwamoto [7] proved them by the dynamic programming 
approach while Wang [lo] proved them by the functional equation approach. 
Indeed, approaches of Iwamoto [7] and Wang [lo] stemmed from the Bellman [4] 
dynamic programming only with different emphases. Although there have been 
numerous proofs of the three inequalities in the literature (see, e.g. [2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 
9, lo] and their references), it seems to have skipped notice that they can be 
proved by a unified geometric method, i.e., the method of applying the convexity 
(or concavity) of certain real functions of several variables. This is a major 
purpose of this paper. 
Let us begin by displaying some notations and symbols that we shall need. 
R = the field of real numbers, 
Rn = {(x1 ,..., xn)Ixi~R,j=l ,..., n}, 
U={x~R”lx~>O,j=l,..., n}, 
n 
xd = I-J xy, 
5=1 
x, ore u, 
x” = (XP,..., x,q, XE u, aeR, 
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f, == afmxj ) if =- (f&>Y>fnw~ x E R7”, 
fjk = a2flax,axj, x E R’” 
(x, y) = the inner product of x and y, x, Y 6 Rn, 
XEU, p>o, 
where (f&(x)) is a symmetric matrix, x, u E U. 
Here and in what follows C and Ci,k are used to indicate Cj”=, and Cy=, CL, , 
respectively, whenever confusion is unlikely to occur. 
We also refer to Roberts and Varberg [9] for definitions and notations used 
throughout the paper unless specified otherwise. We now cite Theorem F on 
page 103 and Theorem B on page 108 of [9] with some modifications as follows 
for our purpose. 
THEOREM 1. Let f have continuous second partial derivative j& throughout an 
open convex set U of Rn. Then f is convex (or concave) if and only if the quadratic 
form Q is nonnegative (OY nonpositive) for all x, u E U. Moreover, if Q is positive 
(OY negative) on U, then f is strictly convex (OY concave). 
THEOREM 2. The function f is convex (or concave) on an open convex set U 
of R” if and only if f has support A(x), which is an afine function, at each point 
x0 E U, A(x,,) = f (x0) and A(x) < f(x) (or A(x) 2 f(x)) for every x E U. 
With Theorems 1 and 2 mentioned above, we shall again establish the AM-GM 
inequality, the Holder inequality, and three Minkowski inequalities by means of 
the convexity (or/and concavity) of a suitable function of several variables (and 
its support) for each case. One of the three Minkowski inequalities is a generaliza- 
tion of Theorem 7 given on page 26 of Beckenbach and Bellman [3]. Also, 
Beckenbach [2, Theorem 1, p. 241 inequality is so established as a further 
interesting and useful example. 
2. AM-GM INEQUALITY 
To establish the AM-GM inequality 
<a, x> > xa, a, x E u, 1 aj = 1 
with equality if and only if x1 = ... = x, , we consider the function 
f(x) = x=. 
(1) 
(2) 
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Since fj = C+P/X~ , Vf(x) = (~+/xr ,..., LY,P/x,J, and 
fjk = tij5LkX”/XjXk , kfj, 
= (mj” - aJ X’“/Xj2, k =j, 
(3) 
Q = Xa [ (1 ajUj/Xj)T - C O$(Uj/Xj)2] . 
By a use of the convexity of the function t2 or the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality 
(see, e.g. Dubois [5]) on (3), we have Q < 0. Thus f is concave on U and the 
support offat x = x* = (x1 ,..., x1) is 
A(x) = vf(x*)(x - x*> - f(x”) 
= (a, x - x*> +f(x*) (4) 
= (cx, x). 
Hence the inequality (1) is established by a use of Theorem 2 on (2) and (4). 
Also, the sign of equality in (1) holds if and only if x1 = ... = x, . 
3. HOLDER INEQUALITY 
We state and prove Holder inequality as follows: 
THEOREM 3. If p > 1, then 
where y1 ,..., yn are constants and q = p/( p - 1). The inequality s&n in (5) is 
reversed for 0 < p < 1. In either case the sign of equality holds if and only if 
XIP X78 
P 
-- = . . . = - = CP* 
Yl" YnQ 
To prove Theorem 3, we consider the function 
f(x) = I/ XII, * 
Since fj = x7-l 11 x II:-‘, Vf(x) = (x:-l,..., xz--‘) 11 x Ili--p, and 
fik = -(p - 1) x;-‘x;-’ 11 x 1g2=, k #j, 
= (p - 1) x;-2 /I x lipSP (11 x 11; - Xj”), k =j, 
Q = +(p - 1) 11 x II;-~” C x/xkp (z _ !%)‘. 
j.k 3 
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The support off at x = cyq/n is 
From the above, it follows that if p > 1, Q > 0 and if p < 1, Q < 0. Hence 
the theorem follows from Theorems 1 and 2, i.e., A(x) <f(x) for p > 1 and 
A(x) 3 f(x) for p < I ; in either case, A(x*) = f(x*) where x* = cyq/p. 
4. MINKOWSKI INEQUALITIES 
We state and prove three Minkowski inequalities as follows (see Beckenbach [l] 
also for a discussion on the related topic): 
THEOREM 4. For 01, x, y E U with C OL = 1, we have 
(x + Y)” 3 x” + Y” (6) 
with equality if and only if x1 = .. = x, and yr = .*. = Yn . 
THEOREM 5. If p > 1, then 
II x + y lIp < II x I/o + II Y 112, ? x,ye u. (7) 
The inequality sign in (7) is reversed for 0 < p < 1. In either case, the sign of 
equality holds ;f and only if 
Xl X75 _ =...= -_. 
Yl Yn 
THEOREM 6. Let &2$(x) be the usual mean value function de$ned as follows: 
M,(x) = (c ajxjyt, a, x E u, c aj = 1. 
Then it satisfies Minkowski inequality 
M,(x + Y) < N(x) + W(Y), x,ye u, (9) 
for t > 1. The inequality sign is reversed in (9) for t < 1. In either case, the sign of 
equality holds if and only if (8) holds. 
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To prove Theorem 4, we note first the result established in Section 1 that X” 
is concave in x. Moreover, (YX)” = YX” for all Y > 0. The theorem follows 
immediately. 
Remark. Setting (or = ... = (Y, = l/n in (6) we obtain the inequality (1) 
given on page 26 of Beckenbach and Bellman [3]. The equality case was not 
mentioned in [3]. However, this case can be easily taken care of by their quasi- 
linearization approach which was used to prove the inequality (1) (see Beckenbach 
and Bellman [3, (4), p. 261). 
To prove Theorem 5, we note first the results established in Section 2 that 
!’ x Ile is convex in x for p > 1 and concave in x for p < 1. Moreover, 1’ YX UD = 
Y I/ x lIB for all I > 0. The theorem follows immediately. 
To prove Theorem 6, we consider the function 
f(x) = Mt = M,(x). 
Since fj = OL~X~-‘M~-~ and
fjk = -(t - 1) (~~ol~x;-~~~-~M;-*~, k i-j, 
= (t - 1) ctjx;-2M-“(Mt” - cijxjt), k=j, 
Q z + (t - 1) Mfezt 1 “j”kXjtXkt (s - 2)‘. 
i,k 3 
(10) 
From (lo), it follows that Q > 0 if r > 1 and Q < 0 if t < I. Hence, by 
Theorem 1, M,(x) is convex in x for t > 1 and concave in x for t < 1. Combining 
the above with M,(Yx) = rM,(x) for all Y > 0, the conclusion of the theorem 
is now clear. 
Remark. Setting t = 0 in (10) and noting (3) we have 
In fact, the equality (11) is the Lagrange identity (see, e.g. Beckenbach and 
Bellman [3]). 
5. BECKENBACH INEQUALITY 
In [2], E. F. Beckenbach proved, among other things, a generalized Holder 
inequality by a method of multidimensional analysis. We shall prove it below by 
the convexity (or concavity) of a suitable function as above. The Beckenbach 
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inequality is less popular but more interesting than the usual Holder inequality. 
In fact, it provides the insight so that we have a better understanding of the 
usual Holder inequality. We now cite Theorem 1 given on page 24 of Beckenbach 
[2] with a slight change of symbols as follows (see Wang [IO] also): 
THEOREM 6. Let Cj , Kj > 0, 1 ~g j < m, 0 < m < rz, be given and let p, 
q satisfy q = p/( p - 1). Then for p > 1, the Beckenbach &equal+ 
where 
with 
cj --: (AK,/B)‘J’“, m-t 1 .<j <n, 
(12) 
111 
A = c Cd”, B y f KjCi , 
j=l j=l 
holdsfor allx,,,, ,..., x, > 0. The inequality sign in (12) is reversedfor 0 < p < 1. 
In either case, th sign of equality holds if and only if 
Remark. The assumption of the strict positivity of x,~+~ ,..., x, is not neces- 
sarily here (or in Wang [lo]) as assumed in Beckenbach [2]. 
To prove the theorem, we consider the function 
Since fj = .$-‘f’-r’(x), Vf(x) = (XL;‘, ,..., LX,” ‘)f’--p(x), and 
fjli -:: -(p - I)xp-1x;- 'f'-""(x), k $- i, 
== (p - I)$".f'-""[f"(x) - xjy, k--j, 
Q = (p - l)f’-““(x) A 
1 
f ui$ + T $ 
j-m+1 3,1,=mil 
From (13), it follows that Q > 0 if p > 1 and Q < 0 if p < 1. Moreover, when 
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xj = cj, m + 1 < j < nVf(C) = (cz$ ,..,, ct-‘)fl-“(e) and the support off 
at x = Cis 
A(x) =f(C) + Vf(C) (x - C) 
=f(C) + ((c;‘, )..., c;-‘)f’-“(c), x - C) 
zfs [f’(C) - L Cj’ + i gKjxi] (13) 
j=m+1 G=m+1 
f(C) 
= B + -$m+l Kjcj 
(B + i Kjxjj , 
j=m+l ’ 
where x = (x,+~ ,..., x,,), c = (c?~+~ ,..., c,J. 
Applying Theorem 2, we obtain that A(x) 3 f(x) if p > 1 and A(x) < f(x) 
if p < 1. In either case, A(C) = f(c) f rom (14). The conclusion of the theorem 
is now clear. 
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